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Howto Write aPersuasive Essay

When approaching the issue of legalizing marijuana, c,ertain shategies will help you get

yo* poiit across. Exarnples of some strategies you can use when making an argrrmentative

speech towards an audience are using repetition, metaphors, stories to help the audience have a

better understanding of what you're trying to get acnoss, and relation to what the audience has

been through so that they can relate to where you are coming from. These strategies are very

helpful in terms of getting your argunent acnoss and wbat you want the audience to know. They

are also very well known and are used by many scholars such as, Hzun Tzu and Mencius, just to

rume a few. ln this paper, I will show you how to write an argumentative paper on the

legalization of marijuana and will give you examples of how well these strategies can be when it

comes to making a strong thesis statement.

ln orderto write a strong and very well approached argumentative paper, we should first

look at sfategies and how well they will help us discuss the legalization of marijuana. In the

persuasive speech between Mencius and his. fellow peers, a technique that helped Mencius
x\fi'uLfu

follow through with his speech was{netaphors.'That rnan can be made bad shows tbat his nature

is no different from ttrat of water in this respect."(Mencius 160) This was a metaphor that
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Mencius used when he was getting his point across that t$dmen are like water and can be made
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bad. Mencius used many metaphors in his conversation with his students to get his point across

that men are not born good or bad. To discuss about the legalization about marijuan4 you should

put in metaphors to help readers and listeners understand what side you are on in order to help , :

your audience imagine and empathize with what you are proposing . '

In the article, Man's Nature is Evil, written my Hsun Tzq the most effective strategy

Hsun Tzu used was repetition. After about every paragraph, Hsun Tzu basically wrote the same

sentence in which he was tying to get his point across. This strategy was to boldly state out that

this is what he wants the readers to know.'lfthis is so, then benevolence, righteousness, and

proper standards must be based upon principles which can be knownl'(Hsun Tzu 6) Husn Tzu

repeated the words, benevolence, righteousness, and proper standards a lot in his essay to try to

question the readers whether or not men really have these qualities. This strategy is used to

embed in the readers minds that men are really evil and to persuade them to take his side of the
, : ) .^ ] -  . , . ,  t l l , " t r  . i . . -  ) , ,  , . , ' , r ,  1 ' . ,  1, . , . i . r , . - , ' ,argument. , i'&.1
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Repetition may also help you in arguing about the discussion of legalizing marijuana

You may bring out a main point, for example, you can say, marijuana has no real harmful

substances as people believe they do. To get this main point across, you may repeat this line but

reword it in different ways to subliminally embed in readet's minds that this is what you want

them to know and understand. To reword that marijuana has no real harmful substances, you

may also say,'l{arijuana is proven to be the least harmful substance out there."Repetition is a

very effective strategy because it really puts an impact on what readets are reading. This gets the

point across and states to the readers that this is what you want them to know.
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Another way to persuade your audience that marijuana should be legalized is conversing

with the audience so that they can have a higher understanding of where yorfre coming fr,om. In

Me'lrcius'speech of how men ane born neither good nor evil, it looks like Mencius is conversing

with his students with a type of question and answ€r tactic. Mencius would tell his students

something, his students would ask him a question related to what he is safing, and he will

approach that question with a story to help the students have a better understanding that men are

neither good nor evil.'Tlurnan nature can become good or it can become ba4 and that is why

with the rise of King Wen and King Wr1 the people were given to goodness, nfrile with the rise

of King Yu and King Li, they were grren to cruelty:'(Mencius 162) This strategy was very

effective for Mencius because he was able to tell different stories that related to men being born

neither good nor bad. This was so that his students asking the questions wene able to relate and

empathize with where he was coming from and how he came to the understanding about how

men are bom.

To make a good argumentative paper, you should recognize who your audiences are and

understand where they are coming from. After you do this, you can have a better corurection with

your audience members so that they can empathize with you and see where you are coming

from. In order to do this, you can tell your audience members a story about marijgana and a

positive impact it had had on you. When telling a story, your audiences are able to see an image

in their heads and empathize with where you are coming from. When they see and hear about

your own personal experiences, they will see that you know what you are talking about and that

you have a high level of understanding about the topic. After you do this and get the audience to

understand where you are coming from, you may be able to have u Uigg", impact on the audience

members. They will most likely take your side because of the fact that they are able to empathize
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with you and see wtrere you are coming from. Therefore, they will see that yorn side is the right

side.

To get the audience to understand ufrat you are proposing in the discussion of legalizing

marijuana some effective shategies you may be able to use is repetition" using many metaphors,

and conversing with your students so that they can empathize with you and feel closerto you as a

person' Hzun Tsu and Mencius in their argument of whether men are born good or evil used

these strategies very effectively. In the eird of both of their essays, you wer€ able to easily

understand both sides of the story and understand wtry FIan Tzu or Mencius would think that

way and why they would believe that way about how men are born.

In order to get your audience to be on yorn side of legalizing mariju^na, the strategies

tlrat I have proposed to you can be very helpful to use and may give you positive resulrc in the

end' Your audiences wilt most likely side with you after effective use of these shategies.

Whether you are utriting a persuasive essay on legalizing marijuana or opening up the border of

the United States, these strategies I have went over with you may help you get your audience and

readers to side with what you ane proposing. Most importantly, you should evaluate everything

you ttrc going to say and make sure that these shategies ar€ used efrectively and efficiently so

that you will know that your audience and readers will take your side of the argument and have a

bener understanding of what you are proposing. ^ ,+t'6'o'*1
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